We study the relaxation of an initially segregated scalar mixture in a randomly stirred medium, aiming at describing the overall concentration distribution of the mixture, its shape, and its rate of deformation as it evolves toward uniformity. An ever dispersing mixture is realized by releasing a plume of scalar in a large scale, sustained turbulent medium on the axis and in the far field of a turbulent jet. The fluid particles constitutive of the plume are soon resolved into a set of stretched sheets whose rates of diffusive smoothing build up the overall mixture concentration distribution. The randomness of the particle's net elongation at a given instant of time induces a distribution of the mixing time from which molecular diffusion becomes effective in erasing the concentration differences. This ingredient is shown to rule the composition of this dispersing mixture, providing a detailed analytic description of the overall concentration distribution. It compares favorably with experiments using three different passive scalars, suggesting that the mixture composition results from a nonsequential, one-step lengthening process distributed among the sheets.
I. INTRODUCTION
A mixture is a transient state between the initial segregation of the constituents and their ultimate homogeneity. The constituents are segregated as long as they stand at distinct spatial locations at the molecular level; homogeneity is an appreciation of the residual concentration fluctuations of the constituents in the mixture compared to their mean.
We discuss how the normalized histogram P͑C , t͒ of the concentration content of a mixture deforms throughout the stirring process, aiming at describing the fraction of the fluid particles in the mixture P͑C , t͒dC which bear a concentration level between C and C + dC at time t. To this respect, the literature is rich of a number of interestingly convergent observations, albeit made in quite different systems. The concentration distribution P͑C , t͒ presents, in general, a bell shape centered around its average, except for extreme cases including the one discussed here; it is usually skewed and presents broad, exponential-like tails. These observations are common place in various instances including turbulent convection, 1 grid turbulence, [2] [3] [4] shear layers, jets, 5 randomly stirred two-dimensional flows [6] [7] [8] and three-dimensional flows, 9 polymer solutions, 10 and microfluidic devices 11, 12 to quote a few among many examples.
Recent developments on scalar turbulence have emphasized the distribution of histories among the particles in stirred mixtures, specifically the distribution of stretching histories between initially nearby particles. In particular, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] these broad concentration distributions are interpreted as reflecting the fluctuations in the stretching induced elongation of the fluid particles along their path in the fluid, 20 thus giving rise to a distribution of the time when molecular diffusion becomes effective, 21 and therefore to a distribution of concentration. The same lines of thought relating the Lagrangian trajectories of particles in the flow and global statistics have succeeded in describing the statistics of concentration differences in the medium. 22, 23 Yet, if some studies have concluded that a sequential cascade of essentially uncorrelated stretching is an appropriate paradigm for scalar mixing in more or less random flows, may they be turbulent, or chaotic, 14, 15, 17, [24] [25] [26] some others have drawn the attention on permanent structures of unmixed regions slowing down the rate of concentration decay 18, 19, 27, 28 or, on the contrary, on the existence of efficient "bypasses" making the cascade transparent. 29, 30 Here, we show that for a plume released in a sustained turbulent medium, the shape and the rate of deformation of P͑C , t͒, where increasing time t refers to increasing distances from the source, the mean-field sequential cascade picture is not appropriate, but that instead the mixture composition results from a nonsequential, one-step lengthening process distributed among the particles. This conclusion is reached by confronting experimental findings and the constraints they induce, with different mixing scenarios.
II. AN EVER DISPERSING MIXTURE
A plume of scalar is released in a large scale, sustained turbulent medium on the axis and in the far field of a turbulent jet in which it is free to disperse while it mixes. 29, 31 As it is seen in Fig. 1 , which displays an instantaneous planar cut through the field, the support of the scalar rapidly takes the form of an intermittent set of stretched sheets separated by larger and larger voids, some of the sheets possibly coalescing as they spread out and fade away. Figure 1 also illustrates that at a given location in the flow and even far from the a͒ Electronic mail: villermaux@irphe.univ-mrs.fr. Also at Institut Universitaire de France. injection exit coexist sheets which bear a concentration close to the injection concentration and sheets which are almost fading away in the diluting medium.
A. Flow configuration and measurement methods
The plume is injected continuously in the far field and on the axis of a turbulent jet via a small tube whose diameter d is smaller than the local integral scale L. We have mainly used three tubes such that d / L = 0.05, 0.1, and 0.16. The injection tube is placed 30-50 diameters downstream of the turbulence generator jet exit. The local integral scale is of the order of L = 6 cm-8 cm and the root mean square ͑rms͒ velocity uЈ is about 25% of the mean velocity u, giving a turbulent Reynolds number Re= uЈL / = 6000 for u = 0.4 m / s and Re= uЈL / = 12 000 for u = 0.8 m / s, where denotes the fluid kinematic viscosity. The injection point behaves neither as a source, nor as a sink of momentum, in the mean since the injection velocity u inj through the injection tube is set equal to the average flow velocity u. The properties of the flow ͑stirring scale L and rms velocity uЈ͒ are constant during the uniformization period of the scalar. The presence of the injection tube was checked to perturb a region of not more than 2 diameters. 29 These experiments have been repeated with three types of scalars aiming at varying the intrinsic diffusive properties of the scalar being mixed and quantify its impact on the process, by varying the Schmidt number Sc= / D, where D is the scalar diffusivity. The scalars were temperature in air ͑Sc= 0.7͒, temperature in water ͑Sc= 7͒, and the concentration of disodium fluorescein in water ͑Sc= 2000͒.
Point measurements of the concentration and temperature are made by a fiber optics probe, a cold film thermometer, and a cold wire thermometer, respectively. The optical probe is made of two 100 m optical fibers positioned at right angle. One fiber illuminates the medium seeded with dye, and the other collects the fluorescence signal whose intensity is measured by a photodiode. The overall signal to noise ratio is over 50. Temperature in water was measured by a 250 m cold film, providing an overall signal to noise ratio of about 100. Temperature in air was measured by a 1 m in diameter and 200 m in length cold wire with a signal to noise ratio larger than 100. The signals were further amplified and digitized by a 16 bits A/D converter. The resolution of the probes matches the Kolmogorov scale, in all cases.
Planar measurements of the fluorescent scalar field were done by shining a plane, monomode ͑488 nm͒ argon laser sheet through the water tank in a plane containing the axis of the mean flow. The images were recorded by a cooled, 12 bits, 1280ϫ 1024 pixels wide digital camera. All these experiments are made using low concentration levels of dye ͑C 0 =10 −4 mol l −1 ͒ with no appreciable attenuation on the corresponding optical path and weak temperature differences so that the scalars are always passively advected by the flow. The relative density differences ⌬ / due to the presence of dye, or heated fluid particles, are such that the associated buoyancy effects are sensitive on a length scale ᐉ B = u ͱ L / ⌬g of the order of 10 m, much larger that the setup typical size. In the following, distances are counted in the direction downstream from the scalar injection location, and we relate space to time by
where u is the mean flow convection velocity. Concentrations are normalized by the injection concentration so that C stands for C / C 0 .
B. Concentration content
The distribution of concentration P͑C͒ is measured on the centerline of the main turbulent jet at various downstream distances. Since the scalar plume meanders in the radial direction, these measurements made at locations fixed in space probe the entire concentration levels available in the distribution P͑C͒ at each position. The traces of the concentration signal recorded in three distinct experiments with Sc= 2000, 7, and 0.7 at x / d = 10 display the expected trend that the concentration fluctuations are weaker when the dye is more diffusive ͑Figs. 2-4͒.
As seen in Fig. 3 , the distributions P͑C͒ exhibit a cusped shape at the origin close to the concentration at the diluting concentration C = 0. That cusp is followed by an exponentiallike behavior around an inflexion point ͑Fig. 5͒ which itself 
where f͑Sc͒ is a slowly increasing function of the Schmidt number. Indeed, as also shown in Fig. 5 , the slopes of these exponentials tangent to P͑C͒ at the inflexion point depend, for a given value of x / d, on the dye diffusivity; a fit consistent with the data is a weak power law f͑Sc͒ϳSc 1/5 , although a logarithmic dependence, f͑Sc͒ϳln͑Sc͒, is not inconsistent as well ͑see Sec. IV and Fig. 6͒ . The use of three different injection diameters indicates that d is actually the relevant length scale, which sets the argument of the exponential decrease and of the overall shape of the distribution. In particular, Fig. 7 
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whose downstream evolution is shown in Fig. 4 in the scaled coordinates x / d for three different injection diameters. The asymptotic trend is consistent with
independent of the Schmidt number. This relation is an immediate consequence of the continuity of the scalar flux, advected at a mean velocity u and issuing in the medium from a section of diameter d. The radius of exploration of the plume downstream of the tube exit increases in proportion to the distance x for x Ͻ L as a result of the persistent ballistic motion within one integral turnover time, 33 hence providing the equation above ͑see also Ref. 31͒. In particular, the exponent Ϫ2 has a purely geometrical origin. It would be Ϫ1 immediately downstream of a line source for x Ͻ L and Ϫ1/2 for x ӷ L in the normal diffusive regime ͑see, e.g., the measurements in Ref. 32͒ . Because of this geometrical constraint, it is thus not surprising that the downstream evolution of the mean concentration in Eq. ͑6͒ is independent of the Schmidt number.
C. Material contours
Stirring motions increase the length of material lines. We quantify the increase in the scalar support contour length from the two-dimensional slices through the field by a procedure illustrated in Fig. 8 , which holds for both the dispersing, and confined mixtures.
From a large number of images of the field like the one in Fig. 8 , we compute the amount of contour length ᐉ͑x͒ within a window of width ᐉ 0 around each downstream location x when the field has been thresholded at a given concentration C s . The threshold concentration C s may be kept constant for all downstream locations, or may be adjusted such that the contour contains a given fraction of the whole field. Specifically, the contour may be defined at each x location such that
the constants being equal to a fraction determined a priori. The evolution of contour lengths according to the first rule ͓C s ͑x͒ = C st ͔ were studied by Villermaux et al. 31 in the ever dispersing mixture. In that case, the length first increases as a consequence of the motions in the flow and then, as the concentration levels diminish, decreases. The fraction of the fluid particle in the mixture whose concentration has remained above the threshold at a given location x diminishes as well with x. The trend is independent of the choice of C s , only the chronology is ͑Fig. 9͒.
Here, we have also examined the case when the threshold concentration is adjusted for the contour to concern a fixed fraction of the fluid particles in the mixture. We find that the early increase in the amount of contour within ᐉ 0 is superimposed on that of the fixed threshold rule, and that the increase goes on in a linear fashion with downstream distance.
Before the concentration levels of the sheets have decreased ͓i.e., for t Ͻ t s , where t s is the mixing time defined by Eq. ͑24͔͒, the contour surface is a material surface, and its deformation reflects the dispersion properties of the underlying flow. Thus, a direct way to understand the linear increase in the contour length is to consider the separation velocity ͑or pair dispersion͒ ⌬r / ⌬t between two material points separated by r, that we take for simplicity here as
on ensemble average, where ␥͑t͒ is a-possibly timedependent-stretching rate.
Let N͑r , t͒ be the number of segments of length r needed to cover the contour of a material element at time t. The element current length viewed at scale r is thus ᐉ͑r , t͒ = rN͑r , t͒. Conservation of the number of segments stretched by the base flow writes N͑r + ⌬r , t + ⌬t͒ = N͑r , t͒ and gives
‫ץ‬N ‫ץ‬t
With ͑t͒ = ͐ 0 t ␥͑tЈ͒dtЈ, Eqs. ͑9͒ and ͑8͒ amount to
indicating that N͑r , t͒ propagates at speed unity in the ͕ln͑r͒ , ͖ space. Solutions are thus of the form N͑r , t͒ = f͓ln͑r͒ − ͔. For an initially smooth contour
one has at any posterior time t 
͑12͒
A more refined scale dependence in Eq. ͑8͒ would in addition account for the fractal character of the contour, 34 with a dimension −d ln N͑r , t͒ / dr depending on scale r ͑Ref. 35͒ and increasing as time elapses. 31 The increase in the net material blob contour length therefore defines the effective stretching rate ␥͑t͒. A constant stretching rate ␥͑t͒ϵ␥ will obviously lead to exponential growth. Let ␥͑t͒ = ␤ / ͑1+t͒, where is some elongation rate, one expects in that case
The observations reported in Fig. 9 indicate that
independent of the injection diameter d. Therefore, one has from Eq. ͑13͒, ␤ = 1 and, with x = ut, the effective stretching rate
and elongation rate
Independent measurements of the pair dispersion made in the same flow confirm the linear temporal increase of the distance between pairs of particles.
As the mixture disperses and mixes, the length of a contour bordering a fixed fraction of the mixture increases in proportion to time. Conversely, since these measurements have been done on two-dimensional slices through a threedimensional field, it is believable, that surfaces of material elements increase like ᐉ͑t͒ 2 ϳ t 2 ͑see also Ref. 5 in a related shear flow presenting that same property͒.
D. Stretching enhanced diffusion
Focus at the scale of the elementary scalar sheets visible from the intercept with the visualization plane ͑Fig. 1͒. It is known that a succession of random stretching motions applied to passive objects form sheets [36] [37] [38] for which there is a number of experimental evidences ͑see Refs. 39 and 40 among others͒. Let us consider a single sheet, and let C be the scalar concentration in the vicinity of the sheet and z a coordinate in the direction normal to the isoconcentration surface C. The diffusive uniformization of the dye is enhanced by the stretching of the underlying motions. The convection-diffusion transport equation for C reduces ͑see, e.g., Refs. 39 and 41-50͒ to a one-dimensional problem when the radius of curvature of the isoconcentration surface is large compared to the lamella thickness. 51 Let s͑t͒ be the distance between two material particles in the direction z perpendicular to a sheet, and
its rate of compression. The mass conservation equation of a species with diffusion coefficient D then writes as
By the change in variables
is reduced to a simple diffusion equation,
Suppose that the lamellas have an initial width s 0 and uniform concentration so that its concentration profile is a "top hat." At any later time, its concentration profile is the solution of equation 19 ͑see, e.g., Refs. 5 and 49͒ from which it follows that the maximal concentration in the lamellae is
as implied, using mass conservation ᐉ͑t͒ 2 s͑t͒ϳs 0 3 ͑or, equivalently, ␥ c =−2␥͒, by the experimentally observed linear increase in material contours lengths and from Eq. ͑19͒,
The mixing time t s , reached when = O͑1͒ is thus, when the Péclet number ͑Pe͒ is larger than unity 
III. DISTRIBUTED INDIVIDUAL TRAJECTORIES
Our reasoning has up to now involved a single elongation rate and therefore a single mixing time t s . The measurement of the elongation of material contours provides an average of the elongation rate. We now consider possible fluctuations in the net elongation between the fluid particles in the medium, fluctuations whose natural consequence is the distribution of the mixing times themselves. This phenomenon is obvious from Fig. 1 : at a given location in the flow coexist sheets which still bear the injection concentration and sheets which are almost fading away in the diluting medium.
A. Distribution of elongations
We now envisage this ingredient and examine its consequences on the shape of P͑C͒. Regarding turbulent, random flows, the fundamental question to ask is whether the distribution of elongation among fluid particles at a fixed time results from a sequential process with many independent steps, or from a single event distributed in intensity. Another less important aspect is whether the flow is of a stretching type, that is if material lengths increase exponentially in time, or of a lengthening type, that is if material lengths grow algebraically. Starting with a collection of identical particles of size ᐉ 0 , they will fall in a distribution of elongation P͑ᐉ , t͒ an instant of time t later whose two first moments, either on a linear scale
or on a logarithmic scale ͗ln ᐉ͘ = ͵ ln͑ᐉ͒P͑ᐉ,t͒dᐉ and ln
define its width relative to its mean. Several scenarios may arise. We describe some of them, explore the consequences on the evolution of material lengths, and compare with our experimental findings.
͑1͒ One step lengthening. Let ᐉ = ᐉ 0 ͑1+t͒, with the elongation rate distributed ͑different particles are lengthened at different rates, but for each fluid particle the elongation rate is constant͒. The distribution of length P͑ᐉ , t͒ =1/ ᐉ 0 tP ͑͑ᐉ / ᐉ 0 −1͒ / t͒ is given by the distribution of . Consequently, P͑ᐉ , t͒ is self-similar in ᐉ as time t is varied, and the moments grow in time as ͗ᐉ͘ϳt, ᐉ ϳ t, ͗ln ᐉ͘ϳln t, and ln ᐉ ϳ C te ͓ln͑ᐉ͒ is a random variable distributed like ln͑͒ and has a stationary distribution͔. Measurements and numerical simulations in various chaotic flows by Muzzio and Ottino ͑see, e.g., Ref.
52 and references therein͒ indicate that the distribution of the elongation ᐉ / ᐉ 0 does tend asymptotically, in this context, toward a bell-shape curve translated selfsimilarly in log-log coordinates. ͑2͒ One step stretching. Let ᐉ = ᐉ 0 exp͑␥t͒, with the stretching rate ␥ fixed but distributed among the different particles. The distribution of length P͑ᐉ , t͒ =1/ ͑ᐉt͒P ␥ ͓ln͑ᐉ / ᐉ 0 ͒ / t͔ gets broader with time. The distribution of ln͑ᐉ͒ is similar to P ␥ , and one has ͗ln͑ᐉ͒͘ ϳ t and ln͑ᐉ͒ ϳ t. The mean length ͗ᐉ͘ grows faster than exponentially since it is more and more impacted by higher stretching rates: for instance, with P ␥ Gaussian with mean ͗␥͘ and variance the sum tends to a finite limit as time tends to infinity, whereas its mean diverges. The variance-and the shape-of the distribution of ln͑ᐉ͒ is mostly determined by the first steps, and there is no convergence toward a Gaussian; besides, the mean ͗ln͑ᐉ͒͘ may tend to infinity. In such decaying stretching process, the shape of the distribution P͑ᐉ , t͒ is essentially fixed by the first steps. The subsequent events induce a narrowing of the distribution of stretching. The distribution P͑ᐉ , t͒ is nearly self-similar in ᐉ as time t is varied and completely determined by the value of ͗ᐉ͑t͒͘. We can now exhibit two particular cases. If ͗␥͑t͒͘ =1/ t, then ͗ᐉ͘ϳt and one recovers case ͑1͒ above, whereas if ͗␥͑t͒͘ =3/ 2t, then ͗ᐉ͘ϳt 3/2 , which is the classical Richardson dispersion. This latter scenario is, however, very unlikely for turbulent flows: the particular behavior of P is not only due to the decay of the stretching rate but also to a specific choice for the temporal autocorrelation of the stretching: the correlation time of the stretching in this scenario is constant and is independent of the stretching rate. ͑6͒ Multistep stretching with decaying stretching rates, but a fixed persistency. Stretching rates are broadly distributed in random flows. 53, 54 However, what matters as far as material length growth is concerned is the product of the rate of stretch by its correlation time , which defines the persistency. The stretching of a material element in turbulent flows is likely to persist for a time inversely proportional to its intensity: most likely the stretching rate ␥ i at the ith step is constant for a time i such that ␥ i i Ϸ 1. 38 In this scenario, the length attained after n steps is independent of the individual trajectory A nonsequential turbulent mixing process Phys. Fluids 22, 035104 ͑2010͒
͓ᐉ n = exp͑n͒ᐉ 0 ͔, but the time t n spent to reach this length is distributed among the particles. It is then useful to introduce the probability T͑ᐉ , t͒ as the distribution of time t needed to reach the length ᐉ. This probability is unambiguously defined as soon as we consider that ᐉ is a strictly increasing function of time so that for each trajectory there exist a unique correspondence between ᐉ and t.
The relation between T and P can be obtained as follows. Let us consider a particular time t ‫ء‬ and a particular length ᐉ * . A certain proportion of fluid particles have a length larger than ᐉ * , at time t * which, by definition of P is
For these particles, the length ᐉ * was reached before the time t * so that this proportion is also
and thus
The distribution of time T͑ᐉ , t͒ is determined by the selfsimilar distribution of time i associated with each steps
The decrease in the stretching rate implies that ͗͘ϳl a with a Ͼ 0. As ᐉ i ϳ ᐉ 0 exp͑i͒, we have i ϳ 0 exp͑ai͒. After n steps, the average time is ͗t͘ ϳ 0 ͓exp͑an͒ −1͔ / ͓exp͑a͒ −1͔. The last step lasts for a proportion 1 − exp͑−a͒ of the total duration. The variance for time after n steps t 2 ϳ 0 2 ͓exp͑2an͒ −1͔ / ͓exp͑2a͒ −1͔ is also mostly given by the last step for sufficient large a.
Then, for a stretching decaying sufficiently fast ͑i.e., for a sufficiently large͒ the distribution T͑ᐉ , t͒ is nearly equal to the distribution for the last step. It is then characterized by a single time scale ͗t ᐉ ͘,
Consequently,
The case a = 1 corresponds to a linear growth of material lengths with time, whereas a =2/ 3 corresponds to a Richardson-type expansion ͑͗ᐉ 2 ͘ϳt 3 ͒. The scenarios described above do not cover all the possibilities but represent several relevant cases and limits. The experimental facts in Sec. II actually suggest that the overall statistical content of the ever dispersing mixture depends solely on a single, Schmidt dependent time scale since the distributions shapes are identical, albeit a rescaling involving Sc only ͑see Fig. 4͒ , at a given location from the source. The width of the distribution is proportional to its mean. This self-similarity property rules out cases ͑3͒ and ͑4͒ listed above and since material lines grow linearly in time, only cases ͑1͒ and ͑6͒ remain as compatible candidates to represent P͑ᐉ , t͒. We do not consider case ͑5͒ because of the varying persistency, which is unlikely in stationary flows.
These two cases ͓͑1͒ and ͑6͔͒ lead to similar behaviors for P͑ᐉ , t͒ and T͑ᐉ , t͒. The latter is fully determined by the mean time ͑t ᐉ ͒ scaling like ᐉ / u for a linear growth of material line with time. In that case, an obvious assumption is to postulate that the distribution of times to reach a length ᐉ is such that
according to the usual Poisson estimate so that
and, equivalently, owing to Eq. ͑29͒ giving the distribution of elongations ᐉ at time t as an inverted gamma distribution
sometimes encountered in other contexts.
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B. Distribution of mixing times
Associated with the distribution of the elongation ᐉ is a distribution of the mixing times t s . At a given instant of time, some particles have been more elongated than others because ᐉ is distributed. As a result, some particles have not yet reached their mixing time because they have not been elongated enough and still bear the initial concentration, while some other, which are more elongated, have a concentration which has already started to decay. Indeed, T͑ᐉ , t͒ is defined for all length ᐉ and, in particular, for ᐉ s = u͗t s ͘ the elongation of the particle at the mixing time. Since T͑ᐉ , t͒ is self-similar in time as ᐉ is varied,
The construction and meaning of T s ͑t s ͒ is very similar to the "distribution of doubling times," 56, 57 that is, the time it takes to increase the distance between two particles by a prescribed amount. It is also encountered in other contexts 58 and is found to have an exponential tail directly associated to the fact that the elongation events are Poisson distributed.
From Eq. ͑31͒, we thus have the distribution of mixing times as
over the whole range of t s , a distribution which was already obtained from similar arguments 13, 59 or in the short timecorrelation limit. 15 This expression for the distribution of mixing time is consistent with any one-step scenario ͓i.e., cases ͑1͒, ͑2͒, ͑5͒, and ͑6͔͒.
We discuss below the distributions of elongation or stretching rate corresponding to the two remaining pertinent cases.
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is approximately proportional to n the duration of the last step. Since ᐉ n = ᐉ n−1 exp͑␥ n n ͒,
which is the same distribution as in case ͑2͒. Another way of finding the same result is to note that since the persistency of a stretching event ␥ = 1 is fixed, the distribution of mixing times is dominated by the distribution of the last event, which lasts for a time . With distributed exponentially, the stretching rate is distributed like
a distribution presenting a bell shape around its maximum, a positive skewness, and a large power law tail for intense events. This shape is in qualitative agreement with the one found numerically 54 in a threedimensional numerical simulation, or measured 53 in a two-dimensional weakly turbulent flow.
C. Concentration distribution
Finally, the distribution of concentration P͑C , t͒ is derived from similar arguments. Similar to the way P͑ᐉ , t͒ is deduced from T͑ᐉ , t͒, one may define T͑C , t͒ as the distribution of time at which a certain level of concentration C is reached. Since C is a decreasing function of time,
T͑C , t͒ results from a one dominating step process, and is therefore a self-similar function of time, as the concentration C is varied. It is completely defined by the distribution of mixing time T s ͑t s ͒ ͓see Eq. ͑33͔͒ and the average time associated to each concentration level ͗t C ͘. The latter is given by the time dependence of the concentration C͑t͒ of a fluid particle before and after the mixing time given by the microscopic convection-diffusion problem. We have shown in Sec. II D that C͑t͒ remains close to 1 for t Ӷ t s and that C͑t͒ = ͑s 0 2 / D͒ 1/2 ͑t͒ − with =5/ 2 for t ӷ t s . A convenient ͑but not restrictive͒ crossover function bridging these two extremes is
leading to
and providing finally the concentration distribution P͑C , t͒ as a function of time
where tϵ t / ͗t s ͘. The shape for P͑C , t͒ in Eq. ͑37͒ is fitted to the measured distribution with t / ͗t s ͘ as only fitting parameter ͑since =5/ 2͒. The result of the fit is shown in Fig. 10 , and the value of the fitting parameter is reported in the inset. The change in variables c = C −1/ − 1 allows one to compute all the moments ͗C q ͘ of P͑C͒ as
which are given by
where ⌫ and U are the gamma and the confluent hypergeometric functions, respectively. The asymptotic behavior in time is ͗C q ͘→ t→ϱ ⌫͑1+q͒t −q , 60 so that the width of the distribution becomes on the order of the mean,
consistent with the value measured in Fig. 4 . As can be seen in Fig. 10 , Eq. ͑37͒ fits the experimental distributions over the entire concentration range. The slight mismatch at large excursion reflects the fact that sheets do slightly interact in this flow and aggregate in a way discussed in Ref. 9 , but in an extent that does not alter much P͑C , t͒.
Of particular interest is the behavior of the distribution of Eq. ͑37͒ around its inflection point as this makes contact with the measurements presented in Sec. II. The local slope at that point was found to steepen linearly in time, with a prefactor depending on the scalar diffusivity ͑Fig. 5͒. The shape of P͑C͒ about its inflection point ͑in log-lin scales͒ is essentially dominated by the exponential factor exp͓−t/ ͑C −1/ −1͔͒ so that ‫ץ‬ 2 ln P͑C͒ / ‫ץ‬C 2 = 0 for Superimposed as a dashed line is the distribution given in Eq. ͑37͒ with the reduced times t / ͗t s ͘ reported in the inset for each downstream location.
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and that
which actually represents precisely the observed trends for P͑C͒, an exponential shape with an argument increasing in proportion to time like t / ͗t s ͘, as seen in Fig. 5 . The agreement of the prediction for P͑C , t͒ in Eq. ͑37͒ with the experimental measurements indicates a posteriori the relevant limits and mechanisms involved in the process.
͑a͒ Individual trajectories result from a complex, time dependent, possibly sequential stirring process; however, the effective stretching rate is dominated by the last step sampled in the distribution, consistent with an effective one-step lengthening process ͓scenario ͑1͔͒: the standard deviation of P͑ᐉ , t͒ is proportional to its mean. ͑b͒ Consequently, the distribution of mixing times has a single characteristic time scale ͗t s ͘. It is exponential, as for a Poisson process. ͑c͒ The average growth of material lines is linear, which implies an algebraic decay of the individual concentration levels C͑t͒ with =5/ 2.
As a matter of illustration and comparison with item 4 in Sec. III, let us examine the classical case of log normal stretching, the paradigm of multiplicative processes. We choose to write it for simplicity as
and also choose to link the concentration of a particle to its elongation by
with, e.g., = 1, this particular choice being of no consequence in the sequel. The conservation of probability writes in that case
the multiplicative factor ᐉ accounting for the fact that concentration levels contribute to the overall distribution in proportion to the length of their support. Thus,
The corresponding distributions are shown in Fig. 11 and should be compared to Figs. 3 and 10 . Most of the concentration levels pileup around C = 0, leaving a tail for P͑C , t͒, which decays parallel to itself for successive times t. Clearly and in addition to the arguments given in Sec. III, this model in Eq. ͑43͒, which is a paradigm for a sequential sequence of stretching, is inadequate to represent the present observations.
IV. KINETICS
The rate of deformation in time of the distributions P͑C͒ is prescribed by a characteristic time, i.e., the mixing time as an analog to the Taylor microscale of the flow. 62, 63 This scale represents the transverse size of the sheets initially "peeled-off" from the source by the ͑unsteady͒ relative motions in the flow. This observation is consistent with the onestep lengthening process of scenario ͑1͒ in Sec. V ͑see also Refs. 5 and 59 for an example with a sustained shear͒. With this estimate, the mixing time above becomes 
͑50͒
and is proportional to d 2/3 , a scaling inconsistent with the present observations ͑see Fig. 7͒ . The cascade time t d above thus cannot coincide with the mixing time in the present flow.
If, guided by our discussion in Sec. III, we assume that a blob is distorted not only by the motions matching its own spatial scale, but by all the scales which are larger than its own size, one may anticipate that the time it takes for a blob of initial size d to be dissipated reads as
where f͑Sc͒ is a suitable function of the Schmidt number depending on the nature of the large scale distortion motion ͑see Sec. II D͒. In this vision, motions at scale r i Ͻ d do contribute to corrugate and chop-off the initial blob, but doing so they generate small stripes that immediately reconnect with neighboring stripes, thus forming "bundles" of stripes carrying essentially the initial blob scalar variance, therefore not contributing much to dissipation. 9, 68 Motions at scales r i Ͼ d do, however, distort the blob as a whole and contribute efficiently to its dissipation in the diluting medium, as seen in Fig. 12 . Labeling now the scales from the integral scale L as r i = Lm The small scale activity of the flow ͑r Ͻ d͒ does not contribute much to the scalar variance decay while larger scales ͑r Ͼ d͒ distort the blob as a whole.
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B. Power law versus exponential
Although the flow is turbulent, material lines grow in proportion to time instead of exponentially. This apparent power law has several causes and may be interpreted as a transient effect reflecting the birth of an ultimate, genuine exponential regime: e t Ϸ 1+t at short times. The essentially identical descriptions between the exponential and the power law stretching is further assessed by the Schmidt number dependence f͑Sc͒ of the mixing time revealed, for instance, by the slopes ␣ ϳ f͑Sc͒ −1 of the histograms P͑C͒ in Fig. 5 . The exponential stretching anticipates ␣ ϳ ln͑Sc͒ −1 , while the linear stretching in three dimensions rather predicts ␣ ϳ Sc −1/5 , as shown in Sec. II D. As can be seen from Fig. 6 , deciding between the two trends is a matter of mood, although the Schmidt number varies on three orders of magnitude. The indecidability comes from the fact that a weak power law ͑in the present case 1/5͒ mimics a logarithmic behavior. In other words, looking solely at the Sc dependence of t s cannot discriminate what kind of underlying flow produces mixing.
The difference is, however, made clear from the measurement of the material lines growth ͑Sec. II C͒, and from the direct study of particle dispersion in the flow, demonstrating with no ambiguity that the flow is of a lengthening type ͑scenario 1͒ and not of an exponential type.
V. CONCLUSION
The evolution of the concentration level C of a fluid particle in a deforming substrate results from the balance between the substrate rate of deformation and molecular diffusion. The microscopic associated problem is solved in closed form ͑Sec. II D͒, illustrating the central concept of the mixing time t s .
The natural randomness among the fluid particles net elongation at a given instant of time induces a distribution of the mixing times from which molecular diffusion becomes effective in erasing the concentration differences. This ingredient, analyzed in Sec. III, has been found to represent very accurately the evolution of the concentration distribution of P͑C , t͒ in an ever dispersing mixture. Its shape and rate of deformation are found to depend on a single, Schmidt number dependent average time scale ͗t s ͘ ͑Sec. II͒.
The analysis suggests that the mixture composition results from a one-step lengthening process distributed among the sheets, as opposed to a sequential cascade of uncorrelated stretching. It infers a prediction for the corresponding distribution of the mixing times ͓Eq. ͑33͔͒, consistent with earlier predictions, [13] [14] [15] 59 and finally a detailed analytic description of P͑C , t͒ ͓Eq. ͑37͔͒.
The ever dispersing limit reveals, through the simple measurement of P͑C , t͒, the distribution of individual trajectories inherent to turbulent motions within the mixture among fluid particles when they evolve essentially independent of each other in the medium. This is no longer true when the spatial density of the particles is increased so that their mutual interaction is enforced. The composition P͑C , t͒ given in Eq. ͑37͒ is only valid for a single plume dispersing in a large scale stirring field. As soon as multiple sources are present, the picture is different. More generally, a set of constantly overlapping and merging sheets selects a different route toward uniformity, which has been examined in Ref. 9 .
